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Women in Motion returns . Image credit: Kering

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury conglomerate Kering is renewing its partnership with Cannes for the Women in Motion program, putting the
focus on both women in front and behind of the camera.

This will be the fifth year for Women in Motion, this time working with professor Stacy L. Smith, director of the
Annenberg Inclusion Initiative at the University of Southern California for research on women in film. The program
will also release a series of podcasts on the subject.

Women in Motion
Kering's poster for Women in Motion this year will feature filmmaker Agns Varda, who has been a part of the
program since its inception and has often spoken on the subject.

"Since its creation, Women In Motion has become an essential focus of the festival," said Franois-Henri Pinault,
chairman and CEO of Kering, in a statement. "But despite the progress made so far, and the freedom today to speak
out, gender equality has yet to be achieved.

"We are impatient to allow new voices to be heard, to support talented young women and to keep fighting for a
cinema industry that is more representative of the richness and diversity of societies everywhere," he said.
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View this post on Instagram

 

Agns Varda l'honneur sur l'affiche officielle de #Cannes2019 ! #Cannes2019 official poster honours Agns Varda!
Photo : La Pointe courte 1994 Agns Varda et ses enfants - Montage & maquette : @flore_maquin #Cannes72
#AgnsVarda

A post shared by Fest ival de Cannes (@festivaldecannes) on Apr 15, 2019 at 2:30am PDT

Instagram post from Festival de Cannes

The new podcast series will launch on May 15, discussing Women in Motion's history as well as women's
representation in film. Big names in film such as Jodie Foster, Salma Hayek-Pinault, Assa Maga and Emilia Clarke
will appear as guests.

A recording of Ms. Varda's voice from an early speech at Women in Motion will start off the series.

Kering is also working with photography festival Rencontres d'Arles in a joint partnership to promote the
advancement of gender equality in the field.

As part of Kering's ongoing Women in Motion mission that focuses on women in the film industry, the group is
focusing on still photography for this summer. Women in Motion in Arles will result in an award granted to one
female photographer and also a research program dedicated to women's roles in this history of photography (see
story).
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